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Sultan commends Village Regrouping
Sultan Abdulkadir Dawud of Rahaita said that the program of village
regrouping is making significant contribution to development endeavors.
He explained that following the regrouping of villages, the local inhabitants
have become beneficiaries of different social services.
He also said that soil and water conservation activities in general and
reforestation programs in particular have significantly contributed to the
improvement of people’s livelihood.
Sultan Abdulkadir further explained that the historical heritage and
tradition still intact in the area attest to the outstanding culture of the people
in preserving historical relics and customs.

Multifaceted Activities of Eritrean Nationals Aboard
Eritrean citizens in Italy,
Austria, USA and the UAE have
conducted discussion regarding
various national issues and
organized programs aimed at
reinforcing national development
undertakings.

of Operation Fenkil.

7-member Executive Committee.

A documentary film titled
“Eritrea- Africa’s Star” by the
renowned Italian journalist Fulvio
Grimaldi was also featured in the
event in Bologna.

The Eritrean Ambassador to
Italy, Mr. Fsehatsion Petros,
conducted a seminar for Eritrean
nationals residing in Rome and its
environs focusing on the objective
situation in the homeland and the
role Eritreans in the Diaspora could
play in the national development
drive.

In another report, Mr. Yohannes
Debas, First Secretary of the
Eritrean Embassy in Germany, gave
briefings regarding the significance
of renewing national ID cards. He
also handed over certificates to
exemplary nationals who made due
contribution to various national
programs.

The Eritrean Ambassador to the
UAE, Mr. Osman MohammedOmar, said that the newly elected
committee is expected to enhance
role in mobilizing citizens for better
outcome in the implementation of
development programs.

The Ambassador indicated that
the commitment and steadfastness
of the Eritrean people has been
redoubled despite continued
external hostility against the
country for decades.

Similarly, Eritrean national
organizations in the USA have
conducted discussion in Huston,
Texas, as regards reinforcing
organizational
capacity
and
enhancing role in national
development endeavors. The PFDJ
and NUEYS organizations also
conducted activity assessment
meetings of the 2016.

Meanwhile, Eritrean citizens
residing in various Italian cities
including Rome, Milan, Parma,
Firenze, Pisa, Napoli and Catania
as well as friends of Eritrea have
organized programs in connection
with the recent 27th commemoration

Eritrean community members
in the UAE have also conducted
the 7th Congress and elected a

Authorities express concerns over wildlife
The Forestry and Wildlife
Authority has called for an end to
the killing of elephants. It further
noted that 6 elephants were killed
in 2016 and underlined that such
heinous acts should be stopped
immediately.
Emphasizing the significance of
forestry and wildlife in developing
the tourism industry and sound eco
system, Mr. Fitsum Hagos, Head
of Wildlife Protection Unit in the
Ministry of Agriculture, called
on all nationals to prevent the
killing of wildlife and protect the
flourishing biodiversity.

Mr. Fitsum further noted
that the preparation of national
parks map in the Northern and
Southern Red Sea regions has
begun bearing fruitful outcome as
regards augmenting the number of
wildlife in general and bird species
in particular.
Similarly, Mr. Musie Robel,
Head of Forestry Unit in the
Ministry of Agriculture, indicated
that concerted action has been
taken in the construction and
renovation of terraces so as to
enhance vegetation cover and
boosting biodiversity in general.

Donation for Martyrs Families
Eritrean nationals residing in Canada and employees of the Micro-Credit
and Savings Program have donated around 40 thousand USD and 38
thousand Nakfa respectively to the Martyrs Trust Fund.
The Eritrean community, Holidays Coordinating Committee and YPFDJ
in the city of Calgary, Martyrs Trust Committee in Edmonton, Eritrean
Community in Kitchener, Holidays Coordinating Committee in London,
the NUEW in Toronto and individuals respectively have donated about
33,000 USD in support of martyrs families.
Similarly, employees of the Micro-Credit and Savings Program have
donated 37 thousand and 870 Nakfa to the Martyr’s Trust Fund.

Ambassador Zemede on Official Visit to Japan
The Commissioner of Culture
and Sports, Ambassador Zemede
Tekle is conducting a work visit
to Japan from 20 to 26 February
upon an official invitation.
In the course of his visit,
Ambassador Zemede held talks
with Japanese Ministers of
Olympics and Para-Olympics and
Foreign Affairs, Administrator of
Kinagawa Region, Vice Director
of the Executive Committee for

Tokyo Olympics 2020 as well as
other heads of sports.
The Japanese Foreign Minister,
Mr. Fumio Kishida, appreciated on
the timely visit of the ambassador
to Japan and said that the relation
Japan has with Eritrea is growing
from time to time.
Ambassador Tekle on his part
emphasized on the significance
of his visit in strengthening the
relation between Eritrea and Japan

in the sector of sports.
In the meeting conducted with
Mr. Yosuo Mori, Vice Director of
the Executive Committee of Tokyo
Olympics 2020, the two sides
reached understanding that allow
the Eritrean cyclists to use the
Misado Training Center as part of
their preparation for the Olympics
and they also agreed to sign
memorandum of cooperation for
the strengthening of cooperation
in the domain of culture.
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Victory through Clear Vision and Hard work
Lwam Kahsay
It was a bright and beautiful day,
a wonderful moment seeing the title
holders on the particular day wearing
their gowns and heading to the
ceremony. The National Commission
for Higher Education (NCHE), on
Saturday February 18th ceremony,
honorably graduated 47 students
who attended various distance
courses. As a continuous effort and
investment on education by the
Government of Eritrea scholarships
and distance education remain
priorities. Thirty eight students
among the graduates received their
credentials on Masters of Business
Administration, Masters of Science
in Human Resource Management,
Masters of Science in Finance and
Control from the Swiss Management
Center University (SMC). The
remaining nine graduates obtained
their masters in Business Leadership
from the University of South Africa
(UNISA).
As soon as invited guests, parents
and graduates took their seats a
minute of silence in honor of our
martyrs was held. Following that
the Executive Director of the NCHE
Professor Tadesse Mehari gracefully
made the commencement official,
recognizing graduates by their
respective fields of studies.

Commission for Higher Education
relentlessly works to produce highly
qualified human resource in the
country. This institution worked
hard, with the same speed and same
spirit, to ensure quality education
at higher institutions. Sending
graduates overseas for training for
Masters and PhD degrees, opening
post-graduate programs at Eritrea
Institute of Technology, Health
Science Technology College,
Hamelmalo Agricultural College,
Asmara College of Health Sciences,
College of Arts and Social Sciences
while still providing opportunities
for upgrading through distance
education, are some of the efforts.
The Distance Education Program
at the NCHE is coordinated by the
Bureau of Standards and Evaluation.
The current Distance Education
Program started four years ago, to
be precise in April 2013. Eligible
candidates from 33 ministries and
government institutions were enrolled
in three phases. These students
were nominated by their respective
ministries and organizations and had
to fulfill certain requirements such
as having work experience of three
years or above, and passing English
Proficiency tests.

Mr. Eyob Tesfayohannes
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The University of South Africa’s
master’s program was expected to
take three years and was completed
on the planned time. Despite
limitations, the national commission
considers the occasion as an important
achievement and a milestone as the
47 graduates (covering 37% of the
initial number) have dully fulfilled
their requirements in the two
universities.
Out of the total graduates; while
44 students were sponsored by the
national Commission for Higher
education through the African
Development Funds, two were
sponsored by the Eritrean Center
for Organizational Excellency and
the remaining one by Ministry of
Education.

This graduates are the products
of the ongoing and unwavering
commitment of the Government of
Eritrea who are expected to enlighten
their people at all levels and thereby
proving themselves that they are
productive and responsible citizens.
In line with this vision the National
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to some shortcomings like slow
internet connections and lack of
educational resources such as books
and journals.

Mr. Eyob Tesfayohannes one
of the graduates from Swiss
Management Center University
stated that the studies required
concentration and hard work and
appreciated his ministry (Ministry
of Information) for the kind support
offered. The Government of Eritrea
gives equal opportunities to all
people, so that students from every
corner of the country get access to
such opportunities.
A total of 126 students from
all ministries and government
institutions were enrolled in the two
universities. The Master’s program
from the Swiss Management
Center University is generally a
two year program but the graduates
completed it in four years due

As is always said Knowledge is
power. Education continues to be the
premise of progress in every society.
Educational access is for all and age
is not a limit. A good example of
this is Mr. Habteab Fishastion who
graduated from SMC. Though he is
70 years old he completed his study
with passion and zeal feeling young
and energetic. This simply explains
that there is always time for studying
and one just needs to go for it.
Mr. Abdurahman Ibrahim a
graduate from SMC stated that, “This
success is the result of endless effort
by the Government from the early
stage of our education.” Provision of
equal educational services to all parts
of the country since independence
has brought about countless positive
outcome, particularly in the lives of
the rural society. Students from all
regions have got the opportunity to
participate in education from early

levels of school up to colleges and
post-graduation programs.
The graduates have managed to
fulfill the graduation requirements
despite the limitations they had
during the course of the study. This
is a sign of resilience and efficiency
that extends beyond obstacles and
needs to be acknowledged and
recommended, Dr. Bisrat Ghebru,
Director of the bureau of Standards
and Evaluation emphasized on the
special day. She also expressed her
gratitude to the Government as well
as the National Commission for
Higher Education for making the
funds available for these graduates to
pursue the post graduate education.
Everywhere, education is the
core step to any development.
Taking this into consideration, the
graduates worked hard to develop
their knowledge and skills. The
representative of the graduates Mrs.
Haregu Daniel addressed that “the
moment is not only to celebrate the
completion of the Master’s Degree
program but also a day in which we
graduates promise to ourselves to

Mrs. Haregu Daniel
transfer our knowledge into tangible
results thereby, contribute our share
to the socio-economic development
of our nation.”
When Professor Ted Sun, Vice
chancellor of the Swiss Management
Center University delivered a

speech, he underlined that Eritrean
Government is doing its best to
provide best and quality education
and recommended students have
a wider perspective to obtain
knowledge while considering what
they will do to their country.
Finally Mr. Semere Russom
Minister of Education presented
his speech and noted that success
depends on clear vision and hard
work. Nevertheless, he indicated that
people need to use such opportunities
effectively and finally wished the
graduates good luck in their future
endeavors.
The Swiss Management Center
University is an accredited
international
online
business
school providing distance learning
on Bachelors, Masters and PhD
programs for students worldwide.
At the same time the University of
South Africa (UNISA) is among
the largest universities in Africa
and attracts all higher education
students from around the world.
The Government of Eritrea in
collaboration with this universities
continues and will continue to
provide such opportunities to young
and qualified students.
Last but not list, with great hope
and expectation, the commencement
was a benchmark for the graduates’
future task. The endurance and
long term commitment to finish
such online programs merits
recognition and respect. As we all
know availability of trained and
qualified human resource is the
major requisite to development in
any society. Therefore, as Dr. Bisrat
said it is the society’s sincere hope
that the graduates will use their
upgraded knowledge and skills in
their respective organization and
ministries to responsibly serve the
nation.
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Some Notes on Eritrea’s Economy
Dr. Fikrejesus Amahazion
According to the recently published
Global Economic Prospects, a World
Bank Group flagship report, the
year 2016 was marked by stagnant
global trade, subdued investment,
and heightened policy uncertainty.
For 2017, a subdued recovery is
expected, with receding obstacles
to activity in commodity exporters
and solid domestic demand in
commodity importers. Additionally,
weak investment is weighing on
medium-term prospects across many
emerging markets and developing
economies (EMDEs). Although
fiscal stimulus in major economies,
if implemented, may boost global
growth above expectations, risks to
growth forecasts remain tilted to the
downside.
For Eritrea, GDP growth was
slightly above 4% in 2016, outpacing
the global average, as well as GDP
growth in the advanced economies,
developing economies, and Africa
(see figure 1). As well, Eritrea’s
projected growth for the next
several years is expected to outpace
global projections (see figure 2).
Importantly, such economic growth
can be central to poverty reduction
and the realization of broader
development goals. Moving forward,
Eritrea can address several areas in
order to sustain positive economic
momentum and enhance overall
development.
Manufacturing
development

and

skills

An area Eritrea should prioritize
is manufacturing and skills
development. As Eritrea continues to
grow and integrate into the broader
regional and global economy, it
is vital to raise and vary exports,
moving away from low-value added
and potentially unstable primary
products. Manufacturing is essential
to growth, and with rapid technical
change and global economic
integration, it is becoming important
as a means of modernizing and
diversifying the economic base.
Consequently, focusing on and
investing in technical and vocational
programs and human capital
development are key since they can
help build and refine the population’s
skills and capabilities to compete
within fiercely competitive markets.
Notably, advanced skills are not
just a requirement for “hi-tech”
sectors; even supposedly “simple”
areas such as apparel, footwear, and
basic engineering products require a
degree of skills to compete. Of further

Figure1 Source: World Bank

importance, a skilled, knowledgeable
workforce dramatically improves
the investment climate since
trained, skilled workers create an
attractive economic environment for
investors.
Beyond their necessity for
competing in regional or global
markets, Eritrea should invest in
technical and vocational skills
programs and human capital
development since they help in the
fulfillment of a range of fundamental
human rights, significantly contribute
to social inclusion, can considerably
raise productivity and earnings
(particularly of the working poor),
reduce unemployment, increase the
efficiency of entrepreneurs, and play
positive, influential roles in crime
and poverty reduction (AfDB; BCG;
World Bank 2014).
The importance of technical and
vocational skills and human capital
development is particularly apparent
in relation to skills gaps. Skills
gaps are prevalent across much of
the developing world – such as in
Eritrea – and they persist despite
generally high unemployment
rates. Potential workers, lacking
the skills and training required by
various industries, remain idle and
unproductive. An insightful case is
Sri Lanka; while the country has the
most educated workforce in South
Asia, with 87 percent of citizens
completing secondary school, its
workforce is not equipped with the
right skills to be machine operators,
technicians, sales associates, and
managers (World Bank 2014). In
this context, vocational and technical
training programs can provide
workers with the vital skills required
by dynamic, evolving economies,
and can ultimately help address
problems of unemployment and lack
of productivity (BCG).
Notably, skills acquired from or
honed within technical and vocational
programs are especially significant
for youth. Young people frequently
remain at the end of the job queue for

Note: GDP Growth, Constant 2010 USD

the formal labor market because they
lack adequate skills and experience
(Boateng 2002). With little access
to formal employment, youth may
instead turn to the informal sector.
While the informal sector can
frequently offer certain tangible
benefits, it can also be characterized
by long, unpredictable hours and
limited protections, returns, safety,
or security. More problematically,
youth unemployment can also
potentially lead to emigration, or
crime and other harmful or dangerous
behaviors, such as sex work or illicit
drug use.
Overall, vocational and technical
programs and human capital
development are critical elements
in encouraging and accelerating
development, inclusive growth, and
poverty reduction through economic
transformation and job creation
(AfDB). Moving forward, Eritrea
should continue to invest in vocational
and technical programs, and seek to
enhance their overall effectiveness
and impact. Doing so will require firm
political commitment, the ongoing
participation and cooperation of
local and international partners,
sustainable financing (especially
for infrastructure and equipment),
and the foresight to ensure that
expansion does not dilute the quality
of training.
To augment impact, the potential
for enterprise-based training should
be explored, while technical and
vocational programs should be
carefully assessed, diversified, and
matched with the skills required by
the labor market, possibly with the
active participation of employers
(Kanyenze, Mhone and Spareboom
2000; World Bank 2014). An
illustrative example is the system
of productivity councils that was a
fundamental component of the rapid
growth and success of the East Asian
economies. Specifically, the system
involved the specific skills profile
required by the private sector being
fed directly into the curricula of the

Figure 2 Source: World Bank 2017 Note: GDP Growth, Constant 2010 USD

educational and technical sector.
Finally, the Eritrean government
and relevant stakeholders can further
develop awareness campaigns
illustrating that technical and
vocational programs are an important
means of empowering individuals
to fully develop their capabilities
and tangibly improve their lives.
Importantly, these campaigns will
help garner greater attention and
participation, while counteracting
potential obstacles related to
perceptions of the alleged low
prestige of technical and vocational
programs.
Fisheries
Eritrea’s coastline on the Red Sea
is approximately 1200 kilometers,
making it one of the longest in the
world, with approximately 1000
kilometers more coming from its
numerous islands on the Red Sea.
Notably, the waters of the southern
part of the Red Sea are highly
productive and rich in biodiversity,
with substantial populations of over
1000 species of fish. Commercially
valuable fish include groupers,
snappers, emperors, lizardfish,
breams, jacks, trevallies, mackerels,
tunas, sharks, sardines, and
anchovies.
However, while the region, which
includes hundreds of islands as
well as the major ports of Massawa
in central Eritrea and Assab in the
south, has a potential yield of 80000
metric tons of fish per year, Eritrea’s
annual total capture production
remains quite low.
Thus, not only can the fisheries
sector play an important role for
poverty reduction, employment,
income generation, food security
(e.g. through reducing the need to
depend on food imports to fill gaps),
and nutrition (e.g. fish products are
an important source of animal protein
and essential micronutrients for
balanced nutrition and good health),
it also holds the potential to be a

significant export industry and thus
contribute to overall development
and growth.
It is imperative, however,
that Eritrea develop this sector
in
environmentally-friendly,
sustainable
ways.
Proper
management can avoid pollution
and destructive fishing practices,
ultimately ensuring the continued
productivity of coastal waters and
future growth, food security and jobs
for coastal communities.
Tourism
Globally, the tourism industry
accounts for about 10 percent of
global GDP and one out of every 11
jobs. Tourism is an important foreign
exchange earner, and many countries
encourage tourism to help promote
development and economic growth.
The conclusion that tourism benefits
nations’ economies applies both to
developed nations and developing
countries, although the effect may be
stronger for less-developed countries
with a relatively simple economy –
such as Eritrea (Sahli and Carey
2013).
For Eritrea, a country blessed
with a warm, hospitable climate,
rich cultural heritage, and great
natural assets, the tourism sector
holds enormous potential to reduce
poverty and enhance economic
growth. However, the country must
remain committed to the continued
development of basic infrastructure
(e.g. roads and airport facilities).
Furthermore, the experience of
countries that have developed
successful tourism sectors (e.g.
the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations [ASEAN]) can
offer important lessons for Eritrea,
particularly in terms of improving
connectivity, visa facilitation, and
services. While tourism can promote
growth and development, Eritrea
must also make efforts to minimize or
avoid potential adverse effects (e.g.
on environment, cultural heritage, or
local communities).
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Markets’ R eview : Culture and Context
Semir Seid

On a daily basis, briefings
on current world markets
are broadcasted through the
mainstream news channels, the
internet and major journals.
From the stock markets to
commodities, financial markets
and advertisements. The real
figures of the major currencies
along with their exchange values
are constantly addressed to the
world population.
Local markets, however, are
barely considered and people
mainly keep their focus on
buying and selling activities.
Eritrean markets are scheduled
and arranged in a way that suits
their communities. To investigate
this deeper, I invite you for short
review of our local markets.

Every community in Eritrea who
has already made a settlement has
a specific market day to honor and
follow. Massawa, Meqerka and
Hmbirti reserve Friday as a market
day. Keren’s market is recognized
as Edaga Soni, meaning Monday.
Wednesday is a market day for
the towns of Agordat, Ghindae
and others. The towns of Barentu,
Nakfa, Halhal, Haikota, Foro have
their market days on Thursday.

Tokombia and Mogolo’s market
day is on Tuesday. While the
big market of the capital city,
Asmara is made on sixth day of
the week, Saturday. This day is
particularly selected to so people
can comfortably shop while off
from work. Afabet, Awgaro and
most of the Southern region towns
also have their market days on this
day.

Some neighborhoods in Asmara
are named after the market days.
Edaga Hamus (Thursday Market)
for instance is a name of a particular
neighborhood. This place now is a
transportation terminal and used to
be a market for livestock held on
every Thursday. Simultaneously,
Edaga Arbi (Friday’s Market) is
another neighborhood and market
area located around Akrya where
various small accessories, rags
and working people are gathered.
The main market spots of the
capital are situated in Shuq (local
name for market), Enda Silasie
market as well as Godaif market.
In the morning hours of a market
day, you see little pavement for
shopper’s to step given the throngs
of people. Steps are interrupted as
shoppers jump from one spot to
another.
Shuq comprises many markets

Left side of the photo Edaga Aserte Tsheate
within it. Edaga Ekhli (Cereals
Market), Edaga Lakha known
for Raffia Market, Edaga Haraj
(Secondhand Items Market) and
Pyasa Aserte Tsheate (Vegetable
Market; near Mai-Abashawl) are
the big markets. These spots are
the busiest from any other places
in town. It is the largest market
in the Eritrean Square that sells a
vast array of consumable and nonconsumable products.
Edaga Lakha or we can call it
as the souvenir market, is a market
behind Edaga Haraj. It is a great
and interesting place to browse
more than other shops in town.
Here, customers come by looking
for wicker baskets, wooden masks,
mats, pottery items, musical
instruments, decorated gourds
and skin paintings. As per Edaga
Ekhli, there is no such thing as
a specific market day for the
suppliers or traders. Just because
Saturday is the market day, they
don’t actually wait for it. They
expect their customers to arrive
anytime during the week.
Side-by-side with the kiosks,
one can find small workshops
and shops such as Enda Klete
Afu, a well-known shop for
spices and herbs. Such shops are
open for most hours of a week as
the Eritrean population largely
believes in and depends on
traditional medication.
Another market around the
Shuq is the Medeber Market,
located in the northeast corner of
the town. This place is an open-

air workshop where much stuff is
recycled. It may be uncomfortable
for a first-time visitor since it
has a noisy atmosphere. Most of
the work is done manually. Final
products are made by hammering,
sawing and cutting. It is said that
Medeber defines the keen nature
of Eritrean citizens towards work.
Self-employed citizens who have
specialized in their skills flow into
this recycling market every day
to deliver quite remarkable items.
Old tires are made into sandals;
corrugated iron is flattened and
made into metal baskets, and
olive tins into coffee pots and
tiny scoopers. It provides many
valuable lesson about waste and
resource management.
Not only this, the compound
includes another spot where small
mills grind various local spices for
berbere (red pepper mix), a key
ingredient in traditional stew.
Market days everywhere in the
country are the busiest of all days
to sellers and even to buyers who
want to buy comfortably deciding
on varieties. While I took note from
some suppliers, they told me that
they don’t even get to eat for the
whole day just to hear customers
until the sun sets. The shelves of
their shops hardly remain with
items on that day, virtually all
being sold.
From the perspective of the
seller, the customer is a king.
They must be heard for all their
demands. However, customers
rarely consider the seller’s toil and

hear themselves only. Saturday,
according to some merchants,
is defined as a “life day” since it
is the day they earn their weekly
incomes and make their living for
the next week.
In these markets, love, hatred and
bargaining quarrels, sometimes
leading to fights, are commonly
seen. I believe is a common trait
of collective behavior. Sheqato
(traders) are known to have a
sweet tongue. Their tongue is
their competitive advantage over
others. They know how to handle
customers without the need to take
educational tips. Experience and
the environment is their guide.
If you are a first time visitor to
the markets you definitely find it
surprising watching a kid trying
to make you buy his products by
playing nice.
Nowadays, time and people
are changing so markets are not
quite the same as before. Most
people seem to engage themselves
in business. People’s attention
towards market and basing their
living on them has increased in the
21st century.
Many of the Asmara shops
have their products sourced from
Mercato—a covered market built
in 1938 during the Italian colonial
period. It’s one of the biggest
trading areas in Asmara. Located
around the Kulafae Arashidin

continued on page 6
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Eritrea and Double Standards - A Historical Perspective
allegations. Since WWII, the US
has regularly used human rights
as an instrument to plague and
torment small countries that refuse
to sell their independence. During
a joint hearing on US policy toward
Equatorial Guinea and Ethiopia, Mr.
Delahunt stated that “by backing
thugs against the aspiration of
common people, we erode our most
precious national asset, our standing
in the world as a moral leader, the
bulwark of democracy and human
rights.” He goes on to state that “If
our moral currency is not as sound
as the dollar, we will be hampered
in our ability to build alliances and
conduct an effective foreign policy
that safeguards our interests.”

Double standards have become a
regular and widely used feature of
international political affairs, and the
international system is known for its
differing treatment of countries and
individuals. There exist no standard,
impartial rules for all. Genuine
cooperation and partnership have
gone astray. Instead, domination,
confrontation and exploitation have
assumed a central role. Although
the international system has passed
through multipolar, bipolar and
unipolar power arrangements,
double standards have remained a
constant.
The
double
standards
characterizing the international
system can best be illustrated by the
case of Eritrea. After World War II,
when the international community
began talks to decide the future of
the Italian colonies, Eritrea received
its first lesson in double standards.
While Libya and Somalia were
granted independence, the case
of Eritrea fell under the cloud of
double standards. The then US
Ambassador to the UN, John Foster
Dulles, sought to explain the double
standard by stating:
“From the point of justice, the
opinion of the Eritrean people must
receive consideration. Nevertheless,
the strategic interest of the United
States in the red sea basin and
considerations of security and world
peace make it necessary that the
country [Eritrea] has to be linked
with our ally, Ethiopia.”

struggle:
“You have seen our country. Now
you know why we want to be free.
The Ethiopians came, they bombed
our villages, they slaughtered our
cattle and buried our children.
Everything is burning now. Even the
stones are burning.”

“In the case of Eritrea, there
was a third consideration besides
the welfare of the inhabitants and
the stability of the region … [we]
thought that Ethiopia was entitled
compensation.

Double standards would follow
Eritrea, even after liberation. Shortly
after Eritrea won independence in
1991, Ethiopia waged a full-scale
war on its former colonial possession
with the aim of regime change.
When the Ethiopian adventure was
exhausted in the face of Eritrean
resistance, a peace agreement was
reached in 2000, with the AU, EU,
UN, USA and Algeria as facilitators
and guarantors of the agreement. A
quick delineation and demarcation
of the border was among the most
important components of the
agreement.

By way of double standard,
Eritrea was presented to Ethiopia
covered by the linen of federation.
The international community was
essentially complicit in the 40
years of death and demolition of
the Eritrean people. If the all the
atrocities against the Eritrean people
and all the names of victims could be
written on a single road, the distance
they would stretch would be far
beyond that which an eye can see.
Veteran fighter and mother Zeyneb
Yassin, speaking to the author and
journalist Roy Pateman during the

The boundary commission
presented its verdict on 13 April
2002. However, Ethiopia raised a
seemingly endless list of demands
for clarification and modification
before finally rejecting the “final
and binding decision” of the
commission. Remarkably, the
guarantors of the agreement, instead
of taking appropriate measures
against the violating party, preferred
to remain silent. Notably, the biased
approach of the US encourages
Ethiopia in violation of international
law and tacitly supports Ethiopia’s

The UK position in the debate
to decide on the future of Eritrea
buttressed Dulles’ statement:

aggression and occupation of large
swathes of Eritrean territory.

geostrategic interests and foreign
policy aims.”

The international community’s
indecisiveness to implement the court
verdict is an additional confirmation
that the world often overlooks
injustice. The Algiers Agreement
of 2000 is not respected by the
Ethiopian government because of
its sense of impunity. The two year
war (1998-2000) and the subsequent
“no war, no peace” situation waged
heavy costs on both sides. However,
in the face of extreme political,
economic and military pressures,
Eritrea, has continued to seek
sovereignty, development, peace
and progress.

The US has constantly accused
Eritrea of human rights violations
and obstructed any kind of aid
or investment that Eritrea can
receive to combat poverty and
underdevelopment. Contrary to the
“no democracy, no aid” rhetoric, the
US has worked closely with dictators
who massacre their people and with
states funding terrorism.

The double standard in the
international community’s treatment
of Ethiopia and Eritrea parallels
numerous international cases. For
example, acts of aggression by
Iraq and Ethiopia over Kuwait
and Eritrea respectively have no
distinction at all. However, while the
US employed force to scold Iraq, it
tacitly has supported Ethiopia. The
rationale? As noted in a recent article
exploring the West’s misguided
approach to the Horn of Africa, US
and Western support for Ethiopia is:
“…part of a policy approach based
upon the misguided belief, dating
back to the immediate post-World
War II period but rearticulated more
recently in terms of regional ‘anchor
states’ designations, that Ethiopia is
vital to protecting U.S. and Western

It is true that the US has played a
dominant role in the development
of foundational international human
right instruments and that it urges
nations to embrace international
human rights standards. On the
other hand, however, the US
systematically declines to apply
international human rights law in
its domestic and foreign practices.
In his renowned book, Turning the
Tide – US Intervention in Central
America and the Struggle for Peace,
Noam Chomsky mentions John
Humphrey’s description of the US
in 1830, which describes it as a,
“bloated, swaggering libertine…
with one hand whipping a Negro tied
to a liberty pole, and with another
dashing an emaciated Indian to the
ground.”
As for Eritrea, the unlawful
castigation of the 1950s, in the
supposed name of international
peace and security, was now
effectively remedied by human
rights and other unsubstantiated

Another area where double
standard manifests itself clearly is
the case of migration. When western
countries seek to close their doors to
migrants, a special call was issued
for Eritreans to leave their country;
particularly through the United
Nations’ refugee agency’s expedited
preferential processing of Eritrean
asylum claims. In fact, President
Obama stated publicly that “We
are partnering with groups that help
women and children escape…”. The
objective was not to “help” Eritreans
but rather to push Eritrea to capitulate
and surrender its sovereignty.
The UN, increasingly recognized
as a tool of the US, has continued to
punish Eritrea on the basis of false
allegations. Since 2009, Eritrea
has been burdened by international
sanctions despite lacking a shred of
hard evidence in support. For over
a decade, the US has also diverted
international attention away from
the destabilizing role of the Ethiopia
regime in the region.
Today, the calls to lift the unjust and
illegal sanctions against Eritrea have
become louder and more persistent,
and they reverberate around all
corners of the world. In the face
of the long list of double standards
against Eritrea, the country dares to
pursue true independence, promote
self-reliant development, and ensure
social justice. Eritrea will never be
moved by political manipulation.
Eritrea laid its foundation deep
within the bedrock. Thus, it will not
easily be shaken by the torrent of
hostilities.
Simon Weldemichael
Adi Keih College of Arts and
Social Sciences
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Vacancy Announcements
A World leader drilling Company is looking for an experienced
and highly motivated:
DRILLERS/TRAINERS
To operate, maintain and manage our drill rigs. In particular, we
are looking for the following qualifications:
Drillers/trainers: (3)
•
5 years + proven experience.
•
Ability to drill holes greater than 800m (Deep holes) in
depth in broken and fractured ground
•
Experience in Drilling on different grounds
•
High productivity standards
•
Full understanding of survey tools and their use
•
Experience in training local/national drillers within Africa
•
Preferably worked in different countries before
•
Understanding of EHS policies and practices and the ability
to apply them practically
•
Read and Write in English

•
Strong Notions incident Presentation and management
•
Experience in the safe use of Drilling equipment (auxiliary )
•
Capacity to do risk assessment of the drilling activity and do
mitigation actions on identified risks based on International EHS
standards
•
Capacity to understand and work with SWPs
•
Capacity to perform weekly Reports and regular drilling inspections
•
Capacity to read, write and work with Daily Drilling Reports
•
Capacity to perform light preventive maintenance
•
Capacity to communicate at different levels and to motivate
teach helpers high standards of Drilling technics
•
Capacity to work with supply chain people to ensure perfect
planning of spare parts
•
Practical tests can be organized when CVs as preselected
•
References will be contacted to make sure the past experience
corresponds to our need
Mode of Application
If you feel you are the ideal candidate for this rule, please send your
English resume with contact details, certificates, and cover letter
including two referees to:
Email Address: Lemlem.hailemariam@boartlongyear.com Elizabeth.
asfaha@boartlongyear.com
Postal Address: P.O.Box 7721, Asmara, Eritrea
Physical Address: Boart Longyear Eritrea Ltd. Alfa Romeo, Deb.
Mbr. 01 St. 171-5, No 4 Asmara, Eritrea.
The application deadline is 14 days from the date of publication.
Please provide evidence of completion or exemption from National
Service and release letter from your current/last employer
For Eritrean applicants, please send a copy of your application to:
Aliens Employment Unit,
P.O.Box 7940
Asmara, Eritrea
Please note that only shortlisted applicants will be contacted.

Notice

On Execution Decree amongst the Decree-holder (The national Fisheries Corporation and judgment-debtor A.G.E company (Mr. Samh Berhane ), the
judgment-debtor has failed to appear through services of summon, hence court summons the judgment-debtor to appear in the High Court of Eritrea in the
1st hearing bench, Room No. 28 on date 28-3-2017, where the judgment-debtor fails to appear, the court shall proceed its hearing on the matter.

Markets’ R eview: Culture . . .

continued from page 4

Mosque Square, it resembles the stylistic
pattern of the Mosque in an attempt to give
unity to this urban area. A smaller second
building located across the square in front
of the municipality is the fish market.
Recommendations are often made to shop
here if one desires seafood.
A common trait witnessed in these markets
is a strong social commitment which is good
enough to let buyers and sellers interact as
family members. As long as the customer is
a king, he or she is welcome to take goods
on credit, and a fabulous trust relationship
grows. Mothers typically like to save money

and run their families with efficiency. Thus,
they make sellers write down some of the
transactions on credit, promising to pay
them at later days. Sellers on their side make
favors to help poor customers and sell some
of their products as lower cost.
Several conversations take place during
the market days as the diverse population
gathers from every corner of the country.
Merchants address customers saying “Entay
ksemaka hawey”, or haftey, or ayay, or
ade?” which is a humble and inviting way
of engaging customers by using terms of
endearment.
Holidays make the streets of the markets

narrower than they are. The markets sparkle
more during the holidays. Prices tend to
be lower, since the inflow of items is en
masse.

On these particular market days, fine
quality goods are introduced to the market
in a vast quantity and customers get out to
the markets exceeding their expectations
to get the most with the least prices. From
the vegetables, to fruits and other home
accessories mothers hope to fill the needs of
their households.
The market days are scheduled taking into
consideration many factors: transportation,
people’s situation at work, seasons and

many other factors. Whenever there’s a
market day, the community incorporates
engagement with that day into their way of
life. The regularity of the people towards
accepting and responding to the particular
days makes their lives easier.
Thus, market days are particularly
important days to locals. Sellers enjoy their
working days, looking forward to each
market day week. Buyers are frequently
planning to get fresh goods from the market
each week. Eritrean markets are one of the
welcoming, diverse and multi-cultural spots
that is welcoming to all kinds of people given
that it’s a source of a variety of imported and
homemade products.
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Merhawi Kudus: Dreaming of Turning his
Love of Riding into Grand Tour Success
Eritrean Merhawi Kudus sticks
out, and rightfully so. The 23-yearold recently logged second place on
a Valenciana mountain stage behind
Nairo Quintana and battled with
Fabio Aru, Rui Costa and Romain
Bardet in the Tour of Oman. They
are some of the best performances
ever by a black professional cyclist.
Yet with his long, skinny limbs
Merhawi is riding with Quintana,
Bardet, Aru and Alberto Contador
– all from cycling-rich countries –
in the Abu Dhabi Tour. And this is
expected to be the start of Kudus’s
winning season.
“I can’t explain it,” he tells Cycling
Weekly of his motivation. “It’s not
about a contract or winning. It’s my
habit, the race doesn’t matter.”
“When I jump on the bike to
ride, I really enjoy it. Since I was
a kid, I was really dreaming to be
professional, racing in Europe. I
have it now. Now, I am dreaming of
being a Grand Tour stage winner or
taking another big win. That’s my
dream.”

rich is cycling culture, thanks partly
to Italian colonization, but struggles
to support any sort of infrastructure
enjoyed by budding US or British
cyclists.
When I first met Merhawi, it was
at the 2012 Tour of Rwanda racing
for the UCI World Cycling Centre’s
African branch. He blasted away to
win the first road stage and nearly
won the race overall. He only folded
under pressure from the South
Africa team.
One night when the race arrived
in Musanze, famous for its gorillas
living in the volcanic hillsides, I
went to interview to Merhawi in his
room. It was filled with a jasmine
or lavender scent from an oil one of
his team-mates used to massage the
other’s legs. Four of them bunked in
the same room that night.
He mostly only spoke his local
Tigrinya language at that time. He
was shy and quiet, but had that

South Africa first.
“Everything was quite difficult
for me. The communication, and
the food in the races. I’d only been
to South Africa for three months
and then we went to Rwanda.”
A couple of pieces fell into place
for Merhawi. First, he earned chance
to race and train at UCI’s main
development centre in Switzerland
and second, at the same time in
South Africa, Doug Ryder was
slowly building the MTN-Qhubeka
team that would offer many Africans
a path into the professional ranks.
Merhawi bases himself in Lucca,
Italy, with the Dimension Data team
and many other professionals, but
he calls Asmara, the capital city of
Eritrea in Africa’s east, home.
He lives in the city situated on a
rocky plateau at 2325 meters. It is
ideal because he sleeps at altitude
and trains below. He cuts through
the palm-lined streets with elegant

wore the polka-dot mountains
jersey for four days, the first African
to do so.

Tour de Romandie, the Tour of
California, the Tour de Suisse, and
some races like Coppi e Bartali.

The duo returned to a hero’s
welcome, paraded through Asmara’s
streets and greeted at the State
Palace by President Isaias Afwerki.
State television ERI-TV beamed the
images live around Eritrea. Merhawi
popularity remains high.

After the all Grand Tour
experiences, Dimension Data wants
him to gain experience winning.
That will start with smaller stage
races at the HC or WorldTour level.

The country has many local races
and boasts around 1800 registered
cyclists. At night, you can turn on
the television at 9pm for news in
the Tigrinya language. And every
night, the general news is followed
by sport: first cycling, then athletics
and football.
Merhawi and Dimension Data
call Lucca home in Europe. He lives
with Natnael Berhane in the small
Tuscan town with around 50,000
inhabitants spread out from the
city’s famous oval piazza. Mekseb
Debesay is nearby lso Daniel

He is one of only a handful
black
African
professionals.
He and fellow Eritrean Daniel
Teklehaimanot became the first
black African professionals to race
in the Tour de France in 2015, with
Steve Cummings picking up a stage
win on Nelson Mandela Day for
their South African MTN-Qhubeka
team.
MTN was promoted to World
Tour level in 2016 where they
continue to race as Dimension
Data, now boasting new names
like Mark Cavendish. That top-tier
licence opens the door for it to race
in any event, and Kudus has now
completed all three Grand Tours,
including the Vuelta a España twice,
and raced against every star.
“Now, its Aru and Bardet,”
Merhawi says of his star rivals.
“Races like Valenciana are definitely
motivating,
especially
with
Quintana, who is already worldclass among the GC contenders.”
A long way from Musanze
Merhawi – with his welcoming
smile, brown skin and cropped
frizzy hair – came a long way from
Eritrea. The third-world country is

And he has already found success
this season at the Tour of Oman,
where he took the white jersey for
best young rider.
“This is my first white jersey
as a professional,” he says. “For
a professional under 25, it is quite
hard.”
“He’s a super light rider who
can win grand tour stages,” Court
continues. “It’ll be interesting to
see what he can do in the general
classification in the coming years.
We wanted him to be the first black
African in those races, and in the
Tour he placed 10th in the youth
GC at 21 years old. He has a huge
bag of experience already. Now he
needs to win Oman or Austria, hard
mountain stage races.”
“Seeing Merhawi prosper is huge
for the team. He’s rough, it’s been
chipping away at the rocks and
finding the diamond. Ever year he’s
seeing improvements. He’s sees that
he is getting closer.”
“When I was with J.P. in Africa,
it was easy for me to win. In my
first tours in Africa or Rwanda, I’d
get the white jersey or the yellow
jersey, and stage wins…

same hair, smile and motivation you
see today.
Merhawi Kudus in Rwanda tourA
young Merhawi Kudus in action at
the 2012 Tour of Rwanda.

buildings reminiscent of southern
Italy and descends switch backed
roads resembling those you would
see in the Alps. He will ride to
Massawa along the Red Sea and
back up to the Kebessa Plateau.

Afterwards, the head coach of
the team and the Africa Centre, J.P.
Van Zyl stopped me in the hallway.
“This kid, 18 years old, he’s going
places,” Van Zyl said. “He’s a born
cyclist. He was born with a brain for
cycling.”

When Doug Ryder received the
wildcard invitation from the Tour
de France, he wanted to make sure
his team consisted of home riders as
well as Europeans like Cummings.
Merhawi, then 21, made the nineman team.

“I remember that,” Kudus says.
“It was one of the first times out
of my country, after only going to

He was the youngest rider of the
2015 Tour, which was a success for
Eritrea’s debutants. Teklehaimanot

Teklehaimanot, who now has his
wife and child living with him.
Some Eritreans from Milan travel
to Tuscany with care packages and
support every so often. Merhawi
relies on them, his team-mates,
and of course Dimension Data’s
support. He speaks some Italian.
And his English, like his riding, has
improved tremendously.
Dimension Data scheduled him
in several week-long stage races
through the spring and summer.
From Abu Dhabi, he heads to
Europe and will race the País Vasco
next. His programme includes the

“When I went to the UCI centre
in Switzerland, it was quiet hard to
face new riders and the big bunches,
and other things, but I had good
results. I won some, like the Tour de
Côte-d’Or overall in France. I had
good experiences.
“Now, I have Nathan Haas or
Tyler Farrar, even Cavendish, all
of them have good experience. You
can gain new ideas and experience
from them. I’m improving from
year to year.”
Kudus adds that it is time for
podiums in stage races and the “big
wins. … That’s my dream.”
Sources: www.tesfanews.net
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Engel ’ela : Traces of Early Human Existence in the World

Compiled by Asmait Fistumbrhan

Ever since what is considered the finding of 5 million years old fossil records in Buia, Eritrea has been host to numerous credible and prestigious
archeologists and professors. Today we bring to you an excerpt of the interview Prof. Ben Venito Martines Navarro did with Eri-Tv.

A little about yourself……….
I am a Professor of Paleontology.
I study the fossil fauna, and I have
been studying fauna in different
countries, especially in Africa. I
started to work on the African fauna
thirty years ago in countries such as
Tanzania, Kenya, and Ethiopia, but
I have been working in Eritrea for
the last 15 years, which I believe is
my most important research line to
date. I am very grateful to have such
a great opportunity to work here,
because Eritrea, is a country which
possess an early evidence of a more
than 5 million years of fossil record,
which makes it one of the places
that the earliest evidences of human
presence in the world.
From your experiences in
Eritrea, what conclusions have
you reached in terms of its vast
significance in archeology?
Well, I came to Eritrea in 2010
when I was invited. To study the
fauna at the very famous site in
Buia which is close to the site of
Engel’ela, by one of the Italian
team which was previously working
here. Buia is a fantastic site, one of
the sites to have the fossil records
of one million years of age in the
world. These are full of fauna
and lithic. There, we had a very
important finding of the earliest bull
of the world, one million years old
which is an interesting discovery.
That specific discovery made Eritrea
recognized as one of the countries
which the evidence of early human
presence. After the discovery was
made, I was invited to several media
to talk about the findings.
During 2011, one of the important
things we did was to provide Eritrean
archeologists to earn their Masters
in Spain and other related advanced
education regarding their fields. We
came up with that idea to not only
for the advancement of science but
also to help Eritrea develop the
scientific community. Even now, we
want more people to study in Spain
universities and return to Eritrea and
collaborate with the Archeological
Department.
It is not very accessible to go to
Enge’ela. What has compelled you
to make your frequent visits?

Though it is an area with very
hot climate, however, our scientific
interest is much bigger. If you want
to be there and work, you also have
to know that it is going to be very
hard and accept it. Six years ago I
was collaborating with the Italian
team, I still am. But then again I
thought that it would be better to
develop a new project. I talked with
the head of the National Museum Dr.
Yosef Libsekal and we developed
a new project with my colleagues
and with other local archeologists.
We had numerous fossils which we
weren’t so sure of their age. But
our biggest finding was in 2013.
We found a very interesting fossil
of a pig which was more than 5
million years of age. Again another
fauna which was a million and
half years older. That is when we
thought that we might have a very
good fossil records of millions of
years. We also discovered numerous
discoveries but we are still not sure
of the ages. We are trying to find the
earliest human existence in Eritrea
which means at the same time the
earliest humans in the world.
Are you saying that early humans
in Eritrea implies early humans in
the world?
Yes.
Having said that, let’s talk about
the discoveries you have made so
far?
Until now, we have done five
filed seasons, which is only 50 days
in the field. Now that we have the
complete geological information
of the place, we need to have
numerical data on technologies.
This last season, we took more
than 50 samples to help us with
the numerical data using different
technologies. Nevertheless, the most
important discovery we have had so

far is that of the mandible that has a
record of more than a million years
old. We have also different places
full of more lithic that looks very
primitive. These are the earliest
lithic artifacts in the world. We have
also found interesting fossils of
large mammals, hippos, buffaloes,
of rhinos, horses, turtles, pigs, and
crocodiles which means that the land
scape has tremendously changed
during the last millions of years.

told you about. However, we had
great support from the different
institutions and authorities in Eritrea.
I still think that Eritrea still needs to
develop the scientific community
to work on paleontological science
but it is our obligation as people
who are working here in Eritrea. To
help the Eritrean people to develop
the institutions and science. And
we will try to do our best for this to
happen.

That means that there must
have been very vast grass land and
swamps?

But you have home grown
archeologist there helping you, how
do you weigh their performances?

Yes, now it is totally a desert.
With so much relentless work
done, we hope to have a very
good understanding of what was
going in those places. Developing
hypotheses are very good, but you
have to demonstrate whether they
are right, or not. To prove if they are
true or not, the use of technology us
required.

They are amazingly interested at
what they do and to enhance their
research and future currier. This
last season we brought numerous
archeologists to work with us from
the National Museum. They are hard
workers and very intelligent people.
Science is a very competitive model
of life. In science you have to be the
best. We need good people to work
in science and I think that Eritrea
has good hardworking people who
are interested in science.

What about the level of
cooperation that you have with the
local experts?
The National Museum had several
people working there, unfortunately
there weren’t enough specialists on
fossils and pre historic archeology.
That is why it was so important
for them to go to the universities I

These discoveries that you have
made there, how best do you suppose
of the mechanism that should be
placed for its preservation?
Well the site is opened, but at the
moment they don’t need a special

protection. No one is destroying
the sites, we are not in an urban
area. There is no construction going
on there, or not much population.
If in the near future. We find very
important finding, we are going to
need a special protection, but not at
the moment.
Any
message
archeologists?

to

other

It is very easy as we have every
collaboration from the local
institutions. If we hadn’t had the
support, for sure it would have been
hard. By the way I want to thank
all the Eritrean institutions and
authorities for the opportunity. I
have been here for almost 15 years
and I want to stay working here for
at least 15 years more.
Finals words, Professor?
Eritrea has one of the most
important heritages of the world
to prove the earliest existence of
humans. Once again I want to thank
the Eritrean authorities for allowing
us to work here, they didn’t just
allow us to work but also helped
extend our passion.
It is a pleasure to have you here
with us. Thank you for your time.
Thank you.

